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Public Nuisance and Public Disorder 

Our property, Dove Cottage, Aldingham, LA12 9RT backs onto the coast Road A5087 
directly opposite the proposed drop off/pick up/car park area and so we have major 
personal concerns regarding potential security and trespass – property damage – 
abuse and litter and anti-social behaviour given alcohol and potential substance 
abuse at this music festival featuring the 2 popular national bands (The Coral and 
Everything Everything) 

At the proposed festival of 5000 people the music is due to start at 12 noon and finish 
at 23.00 on both days. The application states that they will have cleared the ‘wider 
area’ of all people by midnight on both nights. That gives them 1 hour. 

In 1 hour, I ask how can you clear 5000 people and where to? People who have had 
the opportunity and reason to drink alcohol etc. since noon and party with these 
national bands with a large following from first, the main arena, but then the wider 
locality. 

I foresee people ‘sleeping it off’ in their cars/motor homes/vans parked within the 
event carpark (apparently 1500 car parking spaces) and parked on the local beach 
and roads/lanes. That aside, how many taxis and buses would it take to clear that 
amount of people? Everyone has to come out onto the main A5087 in the dark – it 
will be like herding cats. 

In the adjacent village of Aldingham – with its beautiful church and the large 
Aldingham Hall Residential Nursing Home along with St. Cuthbert’s Dementia Unit, 
both part of Risedale Estates, it’s liable to be carnage well into the small hours. This 
all gives heightened risk of public nuisance and or disorder locally. 

The organisers have also stated they would like the majority of attendees to arrive 
and leave by 52 seater coaches which apparently will be laid on from/to Ulverston, 
Barrow and Dalton. Are these towns ready for coaches full of potentially intoxicated 
groups of people being dropped off in one area of town and then having to disperse 
to their relevant final destinations in the middle of the night? Would there be police 
presence at these drop off points in case of potential unrest? Would there also be 
police presence here at Aldingham in case of unrest, impatient people waiting for 
coaches, taxis and lifts etc.? 

Would there be security on site well before the festival as the organisers seem 
oblivious to the fact that drug dealers commonly hide drug stashes in hedges etc. 
within the event perimeter in the days/weeks before, for distribution during the 
festival? 
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Public Safety

I have serious concerns over the safety of people and property at this event 
with the most obvious being road safety. The proposed road traffic 
management plan, which I’ve attached, is quite frankly a recipe for disaster. 
This is the main A5087 coast road  

Has anyone visited this site? You cannot get a true prospective of the lack of 
vision from corners and hills from a plan view. Both the proposed entrance and 
separate exit are on a fast blind bend with hill coming from the south direction 
and a blind hill with curve coming from the north direction. Any queueing or 
drop off/pick up or standing traffic will risk serious accident at worst or chaos 
at best, with backed up traffic past the crossroads at the north side and the Y 
junction to the south. 

The proposed event exit is directly opposite the emergency vehicle entrance 
for the rear of the Risedale Estate’s Dementia Homes, Aldingham Hall and St. 
Cuthberts. This being the only vehicular access to the rear of their whole 
complex, this would be another point of potential disaster in the event of an 
emergency or evacuation. 

I’ve been told the event has onsite parking for 1500 vehicles, which I find hard 
to believe, but people will also park/abandon vehicles down the local roads, 
lanes and villages without doubt. 5000 people arriving and leaving will not be 
easily managed as people will do what they want. 

If it’s a wet weekend, which is very possible during our summers, then 1500 
cars parked on fields and coaches dropping off/picking up on fields are going to 
result in mud and lots of it! Vehicles having to be towed off the field by large 
tractors etc. just churns everything up and where does all that mud end up? 
On the A5087, which will also be wet so there will be seriously slippery roads 
for miles leading away from the festival. 

The majority of people will leave their cars overnight on the Saturday and 
Sunday nights after partying with the said national bands so people will have to 
come back on the Monday or after to collect them. Will there be still traffic 
management in place then and the ensuing days? 
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Prevention of harm to children

I believe the Lockin CIC are encouraging primary school age pupils to attend 
the festival via local schools etc. to participate in workshops for arts and music 
etc. which is very good in its own right. 

But I question whether a 2 day music festival featuring many bands, 2 of which 
are nationally famous with large fan base, and which has several bars open for 
11 hours of each day for the sale of alcohol is a correct and safe environment 
for this age group. Are these children in supervised organised groups other 
than parents? Are the organisers qualified for such activities? Has there been 
any investigation into this? 

These are serious questions which need professional answers. 
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